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In this paper we analyze the problem of transforming one path in Rn to another by 
means of three geometric operations. The problem is approached in two different ways: 
via the theory of J -indecomposable s migroups, and by means of combinatorics. -.--- _ -____ 
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1. Introduction 
Let S be the set of all continuous paths in Rn, n fixed. If cy, /3 E S, we say Q z fl 
if /3 is a translate of Q. We now define multiplication in S. 
Definition 1 .l. Let a, p ES. Then there are continuous functions f and g on [O, 13 
such that o! ~f( [0, l]), fl ~g( [0, l]), and f(1) = g(0). We set 
i 
f (24 OGXG l/2 
o$=cu$32([0,1]), whereh(x)= 
g(2x-I), 1 1/2<XG 1 . 
Intuitively, carp is the path obtained by translating cy so that the “right endpoint” of 
Q coincides with the “left endpoint” of 0. The pair (S/z, l ) is a semigroup, which 
we den& by J; We will also consider in d the operation of truncation: any path 
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azf([O,l]) in J can be truncated to the path OT s f( [a, b]), when: 0 f a G b < 1. 
@ne can then ask the tollowing question: given Q), P E S, can fl be obtained from ar 
by a finite sequence of powers (or + ari), truncations, and translations? For example, 
If so, we say that cu can be transformed to @. The purpose of this paper is to obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for transforming a path cy to a path /3. 
2. Statement and proofs of theorem 
Definition 2.1. Let a, y ES. We say ala if there is a truncation T on (II such that 
7 - QT. Note that if rlar, there are paths 6 and e such that Q E 67~. 
Definition 2.2. Let a, /3 E S, with /3 “g [0, l] . We say fi < ar if: 
(l)foreacl~z=g(x)E~wherex#l,thereisanx’,O~x~x’~1,suchthat 
g [x,x’] I a= 
(2) for each z = gQ) E /3 where y # 0, there is a y’, 0 Gy’ < y < 1, such that 
ablla. 
In other words, fl< or if for each z E fl there are small subpaths of 6, “beginning” 
and “ending” at z, each of which is a translate of a small subpath of cI1. 
Theorem 2.3. Let 0, p E S. Therz a necessary and suj,ficien t condition fou tramform 
irlg QI to fl is that p < a. 
One can easily see that the condition stated above is necessary. The following 
lemma is used in both proofs of sufficiency. 
Lemma 2.4. Let (Y, fl E S, where fl E g [0, 11, and stcyyose /3 < CX. TIM there is au 
integer m arzd paths yl, 72, . . . . Tag?, such that /.I E 7172 . . . 7 ,,,, arid Yi I Q for 
i = 1 72, . . . . m. 
Proof. Set x* = sup {x E [Q: 11: g [0,x] f y1 . . . yj, where y# for each i}. If_ .* C 1, 
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there are pointsy Cx* <z such thatg]v,x*]lar anJg[x*,z]lar. Sincey <x*, we 
have g [G,>] s rl . . . yi for some], where each vi la. Thus g [OJ] z rl . . . ri(gb,x*]) l 
(g[x*, t]), a contradictkm unless x* = 1. In this cash? we have /? Eg[O, I] 4 rl . . . 
. . . q(gb, 1 ]), and we are done. 
Algebraic proof of sufficiency for Theorem 2.3. Recall that 3 is a semigroup. Apply 
Iemma 2.4 to obtain yl, . . . . 7jIr in J such that p s rr . . . T],] and pi lar for each 
i= 1,2 , . . ..m. One can easily see that pa and at lie in the same &indecomposable 
component of 3. By Tamuta [3] and in the notation of [ 11, there exists a sequence 
from pal to cy, and hence a sequence from /I to CL This says precisely that Q can be 
transformed to /3. 
Combinatoric proof of sufficiency for Theorem 2.3. Apply Lemma 2.4 once again. 
For each i there are paths Si and ei such that Q E 6iyiei. Thus 
NOW [2] provides acombinatoric proof that the word (finite string of sy mbols) 
IV= ($ylel ...6,,l~~,ej,,) can be transformed to the word (rl~z . ..r.,) by a finite 
sequence of duplications ( W --+ W2) and truncations ( Wl IV2 IV3 + Ilr2). The same 
sequence of operations transforms the path o?’ to the path y1 r2 . . . rrr? z~ 6, com- 
pleting the proof. 
Remarks. The theorem has been proved for continuous paths in R? and not for 
arcs. It is true that if cII and 0 are arcs in R)l, Q can be transformed to ,B if and only if 
fl< Q. The intermediary curves, however, may not be arcs. Consider, for example, 
the following two curves. 
One can also allow other operations on members of R’l, such as bending ( - )* 
Results analogous to the theorem proved above can be obtained without I/i 
difficulty. 
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